We consider a system oft synchronous processes that communicate only by sending messages to one another, and that together must perform n independent units of work. Processes may fail by crashing; we want to guarantee that in every execution of the protocol in which at least one process survives, all n units of work will be performed. We consider three parameters: the number of messages sent, the total number of units of work performed (including multiplicities), and time. We present three protocols for solving the problem. All three are work-optimal, doing O(n + t) work.
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ACM 0-89791 -496-1/92/0008 /0091 . ..$1 .50 91 added. Thus, the procedure for verifying that the valves are closed must be highly fault-tolerant. If processes never fail then the work of checking that the valves are closed could be distributed according to some load-balancing technique.
Since processes may fail, we would like an algorithm that guarantees that the work will be performed as long as at lea8t one process survives.
The notion of work in this paper is very broad, but is restricted to "idempotent" operations, that is, operations that can be repeated without harm.
This is because if a process performs a unit of work and fails before telling a second process of its achievement, then the second process has no choice but to repeat the given unit of work. Examples include verifying a step in a formal proof, evaluating a boolean formula at a particular assignment to the variables, sensing the status of a valve, closing a valve, sending a message, say, to a process outside of the given system, printing a file, or reading records in a distributed databs.se.
Formally, we assume that we have a synchronous system oft processes that are subject to crash failures, that want to perform n independent units of work. (For now, we assume that initially there is common knowledge among the i processes about the n units of work to be performed,
We return to this point later.) Given that performing a unit of work can be repeated without harm, a trivial solution is obtained by having each process perform every unit of work.
In our original example, this would mean that every process checks that every valve is closed. This solution requires no messages, but in the worst case performs tn units of work and runs in n rounds. (Here the worst case is when no process fails.)
Another straightforward solution can be obtained by having only one process performing the work at any time, and checkpointing to each pro-cess after completing every unit of work. In this solution, at most n + t -1 units of work are ever performed, but the number of messages sent is almost tn in the worst case.
In both these solutions the total amount of e~fort, defined as work plus messages, is O(tn). If the actual cost of performing a unit of work is comparable to the cost of sending a message, then neither solution is appealing.
In this abstract we focus on solutions which are work-optimal, up to a constant factor, while keeping the tot al effort reasonable. Clearly, since a process can fail immediately after performing a unit of work, before reporting that unit to any other process, a work-optimal solution performs n + t-1 units of work in the worst case. Thus, we are interested in solutions that perform O(n + t) work.
Let n' = max(n, t). Our first result is an algorithm whose total effort is at most 3n' + 9t~.
In fact, in the worst case the amount of work performed is at most 3n' and the number of messages is at most 9t~, so the form of the bound explains the costs exactly. We then optimize this algorithm to achieve running time of O(n + t) rounds. Note that any solution requires n rounds in the worst case, since if t-1 processes are initially faulty then the remaining process must perform all n units of work.
In this algorithm the synchrony is used only to detect failures, as usual by detecting the absence of an expected message. Thus, it can be easily modified to work in a completely asynchronous system equipped with a failure detection mechanism.
We then prove that the above algorithm is not message-optimal (among work-optimal algorithms), by constructing a technically challenging work-optimal algorithm that requires only O(t log t) messages in the worst case. Since O(n+t) is a lower bound on work, and hence on effort, the O(n + t log t) effort of this algorithm is nearly optimal.
The improved message complexity is obtained by a more subtle use of synchrony. In particular, the absence of a message in this algorithm has two possible meanings: either the potential sender failed or it has insufficient "information" (generally about the history of the execution), and therefore has chosen not to send a message.
Due to this use of synchrony, unlike the first algorithm, this loweffort algorithm will not run in the asynchronous model with failure detection.
In addition, the efficiency comes at a price in time: the algorithm requires O(t2 (n + t )2n+~) rounds in the worst case.
The first two algorithms are very sequential:
at all times work is performed by a single active process who uses some checkpointing strategy to inform other processes about the completed work. This forces the algorithms to take at least n steps, even in a failure-free run. To reduce the time we need to increase parallelism.
However, intuitively, increasing parallelism while simultaneously minimizing time and remaining work-optimal may increase communication costs, since processes must quickly tell each other about completed work.
The third algorithm does exactly this in a fairly straightforward way, paying a price in messages in order to decrease best-case time. It is designed to perform time-optimally in the absence of failures, and to have its time complexity degrade gracefully with additional faults.
In particular, it takes n/t + 2 rounds in the failure-free case, where its message cost is O(t); its worst-case message cost is
where~is the actual number of failures in the execution. We postpone further discussion of this algorithm to the full paper.
One application of our algorithms is to Byzantine agreement.
The idea is that the general tries to inform t processes, and then each of these t processes performs the "work" of ensuring that all processes are informed.
In particular, our 0(-t log t)-message solution yields an agreement algorithm for the crash fault model that requires fewer messages than any other algorithm in the literature. The best previous result is a nonconstructive algorithm due to Bracha that requires O(n + t~) messages, where n is the total number of processes in the system, and t is a bound on the number of failures [4] .
Using the observation that our solutions to the work problem yield solutions to Byzantine agreement, we can now return to the assumption that initially there is common knowledge about the work to be performed. Specifically, if even one process knows about this work, then it can act as a general, run Byzantine agreement on the pool of work using one of the three algorithms, and then the actual work is performed by running the same algorithm a second time on the real work. [3, 6, 7, 8, 9] ).
The Write-All problem is, of course, a special case of the type of work we consider.
Nevertheless, our framework differs from that of [5] in two important respects, so that their results do not apply to our problem (nor ours to theirs). First, they consider the shared memory model while we consider the message passing model.
Using the shared memory model simplifies things considerably for our problem.
In the shared memory model, there is a straightforward algorithm (that uses shared memory to record what work has been done) with optimal effort O(n + t), running in time O(nt + tz). While there are well-known emulators that can translate algorithms from the shared memory model to the message passing model (see [1, 2] ), these emulators are not applicable for our problem, because the number of failures they tolerate is less than a majority of the total number of processes, while our problem allows up to t-1 failures.
Also, these transformations introduce a multiplicative overhead of message complexity that is polynomial in t, while one of our goals here is to minimize this term.l Second, our complexity measure is inherently different from that of [5] . Kanellakis and Shvartsman's complexity measure is the sum, over the rounds during which the algorithm is running, of the number of processes that are not faulty during each round. This measure essentially "charges" for a nonfaulty process at round r whether it is actually doing any work (say, reading or writing a cell in shared memory), or not. Our approach is generally not to charge a process in round r if it is not expending any effort (sending a message or performing a unit of work) at that round, since it is free at that round to be working on some other task.2 1In fact, these emulat&s are designed for asynchronous systems, and hence it may be possible to improve their resilience for our synchronous model.
Nevertheless, a multiplicative overhead in message complexity that is at least linear in tseems to be inherent in them.
2Inactive pro.e.se,s in our cdgorittuns may need to both receive messages and count the number of rounds that have passed, say from the time they received their last message. We assume that processes can do this while carrying on other tasks.
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A Protocol with Effort O(n + t3/2) Our goal in this section is to present a protocol with effort O(n + t~) and running time O(n + t).
We begin with a protocol that is somewhat simpler to present and analyze, with effort O(n + tfi) and running time O(nt + t2). This protocol has the additional property of working with minimal change in an asynchronous environment with failure detection.
The main idea of the protocol is to use checkpointing in order to avoid redoing too much work if a process fails. The most naive approach to checkpointing does not work. To understand why, suppose a process does a checkpoint after each n/k units of work.
This means that up to n/k units of work are lost when a process fails. Since up to t processes may fail, this means that nt/k units of work can be lost (and thus must be repeated), which suggests we should take k~t if we want to do no more than O(n) units of work altogether.
However, since each checkpoint involves tmessages, this means that roughly tk messages will be sent.
Thus, we must have k <~if we are to use fewer than t~messages. Roughly speaking, this argument shows that doing checkpoints too infrequently means that there might be a great deal of wasted work, while doing them too often means that there will be a great deal of message overhead. Our protocol avoids these problems by doing full checkpoints to all the processes relatively infrequently-after n/ti units of work-but doing partial checkpoints to only W processes after every n/t units of work. This turns out to be just the right compromise.
Description of the Algorithm
For ease of exposition, we assume that t is a perfect square, and that n is divisible by t (so that, in particular, n > t). We leave to the reader the easy modifications of the protocol when these assumptions do not hold. We assume that the processes are numbered O through t -1, and that the units of work are numbered 1 through n. We divide the processes into 4 groups of size & each, and use the notation gi to denote process i's group.
(Note gj =~(i + 1)/~].
) We divide the work intõ chunks, each of size n/fi, and subdivide the chunks into & subchunks of size n/t. The protocol guarantees that at each round, at most one process is active. The active process is the only process performing work. If process i is active, then it knows that processes O to i -1 have crashed or terminated.
Initially, process O is active. The algorithm for process O is straightforward: Process O starts out doing the work, a subchunk at a time.
After completing a sub chunk c, it does a checkpoint to the remaining processes in its group go (processes 1 to~-1); that is, it informs its group that the sub chunk of work has been completed by broadcasting to the processes in its group a message of the form (c, go). (If process O crashes in the middle of a broadcast, we assume only that some subset of the processes receive the message.) We call this a partial checkpoint, since the checkpointing is only to the processes in go. After completing a whole chunk of work-that is, after completing a sub chunk c which is a multiple of /t-process O informs ail the processes that chunk c has been completed, but it informs them one group at a time. After informing a whole group, it checkpoints the fact that a group has been informed to its own group (i.e., group 1). Formally, after completing a chunk c that is a multiple of~, process O does a partial checkpoint to its own group, and then for each group 2 ,...,~, process O broadcasts to the processes in group g a message of the form (c, g), and then broadcasts to all the processes in its own group a message of the form (c, g). We call this a full checkpoint.
Note that in a full checkpoint, there is really a double checkpointing process: we checkpoint both the fact that work has been completed, and (to the processes in go) the fact that all processes have been informed that the work has been completed. Process O terminates after sending the message (t, W) to process t-1, indicating to the last process that the last chunk of work has been completed (unless it crashes before that round).
If process O crashes, we want process 1 to become active; if process 1 crashes, we want process 2 to become active, and so on. More generally, if process j discovers that the first j -1 processes have crashed, then it becomes active.
Once process j becomes active, it continues with essentially the same algorithm as process O, except that it does not repeat the work it knows has already been done. We must or terminated.
As we show below, we can take "sufficiently long" to be defined by the function DD(j) = j(n + 3t).
( "DD" stands for deadline.
We remark that this is not an optimal choice for the deadline; we return to this issue later.) Thus, if the round number r is < DD(j), then j does nothing. Otherwise, if j does not know that the work is completed, it takes over as the active process at round DD(j).
When j takes over as the active process, it essentially repeats process O's algorithm. Suppose the last message j received was of the form (c, g). Then j starts by checkpointing the fact that it is now active to the remaining processes in its own group gj (those processes with numbers higher than j, since the remainder are known to have crashed or terminated), by broadcasting the message (c, g) to them.
Next there are now two cases. If c is not a multiple of~, then j continues with the work in subchunk c + 1. Process j does a partial checkpoint after completing each sub chunk d, informing the remaining members of its group that d has been completed by broadcasting the message (d, gj ). If d marks the completion of a whole chunk of work, then process j performs a full checkpoint, informing all processes, a group at a time, by broadcasting the message (d, g) to group g, and checkpointing to the remaining members of its own group after completing the checkpoint to group g by broadcasting to them the message (d, g). If c is a multiple of~, then j continues with the full checkpoint, starting with group g + 1. That is, it broadcasts to each group h=g+l ,...,~the message (c, h), each time checkpointing its progress in the full checkpoint by broadcasting (c, h) to the remaining processes in IJj. Thus, if a process i receives a message of the form (c, gi ), it learns that sub chunk c and all lower numbered sub chunks have been completed. If it receives a message of the form (c, g) for g # g~, then the sender of the message is in i's group, a full checkpoint is in progress, and group g has been informed that sub chunk c and all lower numbered sub chunks have been completed. ensure that the takeover proceeds in a "smooth" Process j terminates either upon receiving a mesmanner, so that there is at most one active process sage of the form (t, g) (since then it knows that all at a time.
the work has been com~leted) or after sending the Process j's algorithm is as follows. If j does / message (t,~) to process t -1 (unless it crashes not know that all the work has already been perbefore that round).
(Of course, if process t -1 beformed and sufficiently long time has passed from comes active, it terminates after completing all the the beginning of the execution, then j becomes work, since it never has to send checkpointing mesactive.
"Sufficiently long" means long enough to sages.) This completes the description of our first ensure that processes O, . . . . j -1 have crashed protocol. We call this Protocol A.
Notice that we can easily modify this algorithm to run in a completely asynchronous system with a failure detection mechanism, We assume that, if someone fails, then the failure detection mechanism will eventually inform all the processes that have not failed of this fact.
The modification is trivial:
rather than waiting until round DD(i) before becoming active, process i waits until it has been informed that processes 1,. ..,lcrashedoror terminated.
Analysis and Proof of Correctness
We now give a fairly complete correctness proof for this protocol, to give the reader an idea of the type of arguments that need to be made. (Full proofs of correctness of our protocols are omitted for lack of space.) We say a process is retired if it has either crashed or terminated. To do so, we need a careful way of counting the total number of messages sent and the total amount of work done. A given unit of work may be performed a number of times.
If it is performed more than once, say by processes il, . . . . ik, we say that iz redoes that unit of work of il, i3 redoes the work of i2, etc. It is important to note that i3 does not redo the work of il in this case; only that of i2. Similarly, we can talk about a message sent during a partial checkpoint of a sub chunk or a full checkpoint of a chunk done by il as being resent by iz.
Since the completion of a chunk is folIowed by a full checkpoint, it is not hard to show that when a new group becomes active, it will redo at most one chunk of work that was already done by previous active groups. It will also redo at most one full checkpoint that was done already on the previous chunk, and~partial checkpoints (one for each sub chunk of work redone). Finally, if gj < g~, and the last message sent by process j before crashing is a broadcast to process i's group that was not received by z', process i must resend this broadcast.
In all, it is easy to see that at most n/~units of work done by previous groups are redone when a new group becomes active, and 3t messages are resent. Similarly, since the completion of a sub chunk is followed by a partial checkpoint, it is not hard to show that when a new process, say i, in a group that is already active becomes active, and the last message it received was of the form (c, gi) (i.e., a partial checkpoint of subchunk c), it will redo at most one subchunk that was already done by previous active process (namely, c+ 1), and may possibly resend the messages in two partial checkpoints: the one sent after subchunk c, and the one sent after sub chunk c+ 1 (if the previous process crashed during the checkpointing of c + 1 without i receiving the message).
If the last message that i received WaS (c, g) for g > gi (that is, the checkpointing of a checkpoint in the middle of a full checkpoint), then similar arguments show that it may resend 3M messages: the checkpoint of (c, g) to its own group, the checkpoint (c, g +1) to group g + 1, and the checkpointing of (c, g + 1) to its own group.
Thus, the amount of work done by an active group that is redone when a new process in that group becomes active is at most n/t,and the number of messages resent is at most 3W. this is all we do, which is still more than we want.
Intuitively, the problem is that if process j gets a message of the form (c, g), where c is a multiple of~, then it is possible, as far as j is concerned, that some other process i < j may have received a message of the form (c +~, h). Process j cannot become active before it is sure that i has retired.
To compute how long it must wait before becoming active, it thus needs to compute how long i would wait before becoming active, given that i got a message of the form (c + W, h). On the other hand, if i did get such a message, then as far as i is concerned, some process i' < i may have received a message of the form (c + 2~, h'). Notice that, in this case, process j knows perfectly well that no process received a message of the form (c+2~, h'); the problem is that i does not know this, and must take into account this possibility when it computes how long to wait before becoming active. Carrying out a computation based on these arguments gives an algorithm which runs in O(n~) rounds.
On closer inspection, it turns out that the situation described above really causes difficulties only when all processes involved (in the example above, this would be the processes j, i, and i') are in the same group. Thus, in our modified algorithm, process j computes the time to become active as follows: Suppose that the last message received by process j before round r is (c, g), and this message was received from process i at round r='. Process j then computes a function f'(j, c, g, i) with the property that if~= r' + F'( j, c, g, i), then process j knows at round r that all processes in groups g' < gj must have retired. In this section we prove that the effort of O(n+tti) obtained by the previous protocols is not optimal, even for work-optimal protocols. We construct another work-optimal algorithm, Protocol C, that requires only O(n + t log t) messages (and a variant that requires only O(t log t) messages), yielding a total effort of O(n + tlogt).
As is the case with protocols A and l?, at most one process is active at any given time.
However, in protocol C it is not the case that there is a predetermined order in which the processes become active. Rather, when an active process fails, we want the process that is currently most knowledgeable to become the new active process. As we shall see, which process is most knowledgeable after an active process i fails depends on how many units of work i performed before failing.
As a consequence, there is no obvious variant of protocol C that works in the model with asynchronous processes and a failure-detector.
Roughly speaking, Protocol C strives to "spread out" as uniformly as possible the knowledge of work that has been performed and the processes that have crashed. Thus, each time the active process, say i, performs a new unit of work or detects a failure, i tells this to the process j it currently considers least knowledgeable.
Then process j becomes as knowledgeable as i, so after performing the next unit of work (or detecting another failure), i tells the process it now considers least knowledgeable about this new fact.
The most naive implementation of this idea is the following:
Process O begins by performing unit 1 of work and reporting this to process 1. It then performs unit 2 and reports units 1 and 2 to process 2, and so on, telling process i mod t about units 1 through i. Note that at all times, every process knows about all but at most the last t units of work to be performed.
If process O crashes, we want the most knowledgeable alive process-the one that knows about the most units of work that have been done-to become active. (If no process alive knows about any work, then we want the highest numbered alive process to become active.) It can be shown that this can be arranged by setting appropriate deadlines.
Moreover, the deadlines are chosen so that at most one process is active at a given time. The most knowledgeable process then continues to perform work, always informing the least knowledgeable process.
The problem with this naive algorithm is that it To prevent this situation, a process performs failure detection before proceeding with the work. The key idea here is that we treat failure detection as another type of work.
This allows us to use our algorithm recursively for failure detection. Specifically, fault-detection is accomplished by polling a process and waiting for a response or a timeout. The difficulty encountered by our approach is that, in contrast to the real work, the set of faulty processes is dynamic, so it is not obvious how these pro-cesses can be detected without sending (wasteful) polling messages to nonfazdty processes.
In fact, in our algorithm we do not attempt to detect all the faulty processes, only enough to ensure that not too much work is wasted by reporting work to faulty processes.
Description of the Algorithm
For ease of exposition we assume t is a power of 2.
Again, the processes are numbered O through t-1, and the units of work are numbered 1 through n.
Although our algorithm is recursive in nature, it can more easily be described when the recursion is unfolded.
Processing is divided into log t levels, numbered 1 to log t, where level log t would have been the deepest level of the recursion, had we presented the algorithm recursively.
In each level, the processes are partitioned into groups as follows.
In level h, 1 < h~logt, there are t/(21°gt-h+l) groups of size llOgt-*+l. A unit of fault-detection is performed by sending a special message "Are you alive?" to one process, and waiting for a reply in the following round. An ordinary message informs a process at some level h, 1~h~log t,of a unit of (real or fault-detection) work at level h -1. As we shall see, an ordinary message also carries additional information. These two are the only types of messages sent by an active process. As before, a process that has crashed or terminated is said to be retired. An inactive non-retired process only sends responses to "Are you alive?" messages.
Each process i maintains a list J'i of processes known by i to be retired. It also maintains an array of pointers, POINTi, indexed by group name. Intuitively, POINTZ [Go] is the successor of the last unit of work known by i to have been performed (and therefore this is where i will start doing work when it becomes active). The triple (Fi, POINTi, ROUND~) is the view of process i. We also define the reduced view of process i to be POINTi[Go] -1 + l~il; thus, i's reduced view is the sum of the number of units of work known by i to be done and the number of processes known by i to be faulty. A process includes its view whenever it sends an ordinary message. When process i receives an ordinary message, it updates its view in light of the new information received. Note that process i may receive information about one of its own groups from a process not in that group.
Similarly,
it may pass to another process information about a group in which the other process is a member but to which i does not belong. Let G; be any group as described above, where the process numbers range from z to y = z+ l@~I -1. There is a natural fixed cyclic order on the group, which we call the cyclic order. Process i sends messages to members of G~in increasing order. By this we mean according to the cyclic order but skipping itself and all processes in F~. Let j # i be in G~.
Then j's i-successor in G~, is j's nearest successor in the cyclic ordering that is not in fi} U Fi.
We omit the i in "i-successor," as well as the name of the group in which the successor is to be deter-mined, when these are clear from the context.
When process i first becomes active it searches for other non-retired processes aa follows. For each level h, starting with log t and going down to 1, process i polls group G~, starting with POINTi [G;], by sending an "Are you alive?" message. If no answer is received, it adds this process to Fi.
If h < log t, process i sends an ordinary message reporting this newly detected failure to POINTi [G~+l] , sets POINTi [G~+J to its i-successor in G\+l, and sets ROUND i [G~+l] to the current round number. Process i repeats these steps until an answer is received or G~\ {i}~F~. It then enters level h -1, and repeats the process.
Level O is handled similarly to levels 1 through log t -1, but the process performs real work instead of polling, and increases the work pointer after performing each unit of work. If
POINTi [Go] = n then process i halts, since in this case all the work has been completed. This completes the description of the behavior of an active process. The code for an active process appears in Figure 1 .
At any time in the execution of the algorithm, each inactive non-retired process i has a deadline.
We define D(i, m) to be the number of rounds that process i waits from the round in which it first obtained reduced view m until it becomes active: D(i, m) = { K(n + t -m)2"+t-1-m if m~1 K(t -i)(n + t)2''+t-1 otherwise.
where K = 5t + 210gt. As we show below (Lemma 3.2), K is an upper bound on the number of rounds that any process needs to wait before first hearing from the active process. (More formally, if j becomes active at round r and is still active K rounds later, then by the beginning of round r-t K, all processes that are not retired will have received a message from j.) All our arguments below work without change if we replace K by any other bound on the number of rounds that a process needs to wait before first hearing from the active process. This observation will be useful later, when we consider a slight modification of protocol C. Lemma 3.2 If j is active at round r, and is not retared by round r + 5t + 2 logt, then all processes that are not retired wtli receive a message from j before the beginning of r + 5t + 2 logt.Ĩ f i received its last ordinary message from j at round r, we call other processes that received an ordinary message from j after i did first-generation processes (implicitly, with respect to i, j, and r). If i did not yet receive any ordinary messages, then the first-generation processes (with respect to i and r) are those that received an ordinary message from a process with a number greater than i. We define kth generation processes inductively. If we have defined kth generation, then the (k+ l)st generation are those processes that receive an ordinary message from a kth generation process. The rank of a process is the highest generation that it is in. Lemma 3.3 Let i receive its last ordinary message from j at round r, let m be the reduced view of i after receiving this message, and let e be a kth rank process with respect to i, j, and r. Then, after 1 receives its last ordinary message, its reduced view is at least m + k. 1
We say process i knows more than process j at round r if Fi (r)~Fj (r) and for all groups G, ROUNDi [G](r)~ROUNDj [G](r).
Note that if equality holds everywhere then intuitively the two processes are equally knowledgeable. We first show that our algorithm has the property that for any two inactive non-retired processes, one of them is more knowledgeable than the other, unless they both know nothing; that is, the knowledge of two non-retired processes is never incomparable. This is important so that the "most knowledgeable" process is well-defined. Moreover, the knowledge can be quantified by the reduced view. Process i knows more than inactive process j if and only if the reduced view of i is greater than the reduced view of j. Finally, the algorithm also ensures that the active process is at least as knowledgeable as any inactive non-retired process.
Lemma 3.4 For every round r of the execution the following hold:
If process i received an ordinary message from process j at round r' < r, and i is inactive and has not retired by the beginning of round r, then at the beginning of round r, no processes other than j and processes in the kth generation with respect to i, j, and r', for some k~1, know as much as i.
Suppose process i received tts last ordinary message at round r' (if i has received no ordinary messages then r' = 0), and m is i's reduced view after receiving this message. If i M not retired at the beginning of round r = r' + D(i, m), and it receives no further ordinary messages before the beginning of round r, then at the beginning of round r no non-retired process knows more than i.
At most one process is active in round r.
At the beginning of round r, there is an asymmetric total order ("knows more than") on the non-zero knowledge of the inactive non-retzred processes, and the active process knows at least as much as the most knowledgeable among these processes.
Moreover, for any two nonretzred processes i and j, i knows more than j if and only if the reduced view of i is greater than the reduced view of j. I Lemma 3.5 The running time of the algorithm is at most tK(n + t)2n+T rounds.
Proofi
If process i's reduced view is m and it does not receive a message within D(i, m) steps, then it becomes active. Each message that i receives increases its reduced view. Thus, i becomes active in at most D(i, O) + . . . + D(i, n + t -1) rounds.
Once it becomes active, arguments similar to those used in Lemma 3.2 show that it retires in at most 2n + 3t + 2 log t rounds. Thus, the running time of the algorithmic at most D(l, O)+. . .+ D(l, n+t-1)+ 2n + 3t + 210gt s tK(n + t)2n+~rounds. 1
The next lemma shows that an active process i does not send messages to retired processes that, because they were more knowledgeable than i, should have become active before i did. These messages are avoided because during fault detection i discovers that these processes have retired. 
Proof:
Given i, h, and an execution e of protocol C, we consider the sequence of triples (z, y, z), with one triple in the sequence for every time a process
x c G~sends an ordinary message reporting a unit of work y~G~_~to a process -z c G~, listed in the order that the work was performed.
We must show that the length of this sequence is no more than lG\_ll + IGjl.
We say that a triple (x, y, z) is repeated in this sequence if there is a triple (z', y, z') later in the sequence where the same work unit v is performed.
Clearly Since xz sends a message to Z1 while operating on G:-1, it cannot be the case that .zl c Fz= before X2 starts operating on G;-1, so it must be the case that S2 z r' and X2's knowledge at the beginning of round r2 is greater than ,zl's knowledge at the end of round r'. In particular, this means that Z2 must know that Z1 informed Z1 about yl at the beginning of rz.
We next show that every process z c G! that is active at some round r between rt and rz must know that xl informed Z1 about VI at the beginning of round r. For suppose not. Then, by Lemma 3.6, Z1 must have retired by the beginning of round r.
Since, by Lemma 3.4, z is the most knowledgeable process at the beginning of round r, it follows that no process that is not retired knows that .zl was informed about VI. Thus, there is no way that X2 could find this out by round rz.
It is easy to see that X3 does not know that Z1 was informed about yl (for if it did, it would not repeat the unit of work yl ). Therefore, (x3, V1, ZZ) must come after (X2, y2, .zl ) in the sequence. Since POINTC2 [G~](r") = Z1, and Z1 received an ordinary message from xl while operating on G~_~at round r', it follows from Lemma 3.6 that between rounds r' and r", every process in G: that is not retired must receive an ordinary message. In particular, this means that X3 must receive an ordinary message. Since all active processes between round r' and r" know that ,zl was informed about yl, it follows that X3 must know it too by the end of round r ". But then X3 would not redo yl, giving us the desired contradiction. I Theorem 3.1 In every execution of Protocol C the following hold:
(a) The total amount of real work performed is no more than n + 2t unats;
(b) The number of messages sent is no more than n+6tlogt+4t;
(c) The totat number of rounds is no more than t(5t + 210gt)(n + t)2n+t.
Proofi
Lemma 3.7 implies that the amount of real work units that are performed and reported to G1 is no more than IGoI + IGII = n +t. In addition, each of the i! processes may perform one unit without reporting it (because it retired immediately afterwards). Summing the two, (a) follows.
Part (b) follows fairly easily from Lemma 3.7, while part (c) is immediate from Lemma 3.5. I
We remark that we can improve the message complexity to O(t log t)(that is, remove the n term in (b) above) by informing processes in group G1 after n/t units of work done at level GO, rather than after every unit of work. The total work done is still O(n + i!); the time complexity increases to t(2n + 3t + 2 logt)(n +t)2n+~because of an increase in K (the upper bound on the number of rounds, from the time the currently active process takes over, that any process needs to wait before first hearing from the active process).
4
Application to Byzantine Agreement Each of our algorithms can be used to construct an algorithm for Byzantine agreement along the following lines. The general sends its value to processes T = {O, . . . . t} (note that at least one of these processes is non-faulty) and then decides on this value. The t + 1 processes then must perform the "work" of informing first the rest of T and then the remaining n -t -1 processes of the value heard from the general. Thus, the units of work are, in order, informing processes 1,2,..., n. At aI1 times a process' current value is the last value it haa heard (O if it has never heard anything). When a process becomes active, it informs others of its current value. At the end of the algorithm it decides on its current value.
The proof of correctness of this algorithm varies according to which of Algorithms A, f?, and C is used for performing work.
In the first two cases the proof relies on the fact that processes are informed about work (more or less) in the same order in which the work was performed.
In the last case the proof depends on the fact that the active process is always the most knowledgeable one.
We remark that not every algorithm for performing work yields an algorithm for Byzantine agreement along the lines that we have described (consider, for example, the trivial algorithm for performing work, in which all processes perform all n units of work).
Conclusions
In this paper we have formulated the problem of performing work efficiently in the presence of faults. We presented three work-optimal protocols to solve the problem.
one sends o(tfi) messages and takes O(n + t) time, another requires O(t log t)messages at the cost of significantly greater running time. In the full paper we present an algorithm that optimizes on time in the usual case (where there are few failures). In particular, in the failure-free case, it takes n/t+ 2 rounds and requires O(i!) messages.
Its time performance degrades gracefully with additional failures, and its worst-case message complexity is 0(~t2), where~is the actual number of faults in the execution.
It would be interesting to see if message complexity and running time could be simultaneously optimized. It would also be interesting to prove a nontrivial lower bound on the message complexity of work-optimal protocols.
